Stu-A Budget
f inalized

Facts Behind
Discrimination Suit
-Hal Bodden
The lawsuit broug ht by th e Equal . Emp loyment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) charged Colby College with
"intentionally engaging " in discriminator y pract ices based
on sex. It accused Colby dir ectly of discrimination against
wom en "in terms and conditions of emp loyment and other economic benefits. "
, Certain facts concerning sex discrimination were
broug ht to the attention of the EEOC last year by a faculty
member who -wishes to remain anonymous. An EEOC inspector spent one week on campus gatherin g data. While
here he collected infor mation from that faculty member
and from members of the administration .
Once satisfied with th e informati on , the inspector
flew back to Washingto n to compile that data and file a
report. Several weeks later the faculty member received
a letter from the EEOC stating that there was insufficient
evidence to charge Colby Col lege with discriminatory prac tices base d on sex.
In an abrupt ab out-face , the EEOC reversed its original op inion and file d a suit in the Portland U.S. District Court. That suit charg es both Colb y College, the
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association , and the
College Retirement Equities Fund with discriminatory
practices.
Below is part of the data given to the EEOC as a
p ossible basis for charg ing Colby College directly with
sex discrimination.
135 total facu lty members.
115 (or85%) are m ale
20 (or 1 5% ) are female
77 faculty members have tenu re
69 (or 89% ) are male with tenur e '
8 (or 11%) are female with tenure
Ofto ta l^
-'" • Of total rnale faculty; 60% have tenure
In the Hum anities Division :
54 faculty members.
41 (or 75% ) are male
13 (or 25%) are fem ale
32 faculty members have tenure
27 (or 84% ) are male with tenure
5 (or 16%) are female with tenu re
In the Social Sciences Division:
50 total faculty members.
46 (or 92% ) are male
4 (or 8 % ) are female
28 faculty members have tenure
27 (or 96% ) are male with tenure
1 ( or 4%) are female with tenure
In the Natural Sciences Division:
26 tot al faculty members.
23 (or 88%) are male
3 (or 12% ) are female
17 faculty memb ers have tenure
15 (or 88%) are male with tenure
2 (or 12 % ) are fern a le wit h t enure
This data is based on the 1975-1976 Faculty List.

The Colb y College Affirmative A ction Program , deve
l op ed in Sep t ember , 1974 , published a comprehensive re-

port and policy statement.
'
As wri tten in the report , t he College's policy is that ,
"All vacant positions in both the academic and staff areas
are caref ully scru tiniz ed before being refilled and new positions are rarely added. "
The Affirma tive Action Pro gram 's "Reaffirma tion "
states , "I t is the policy of Colby College to emp loy, re t ain ,
compen sate , and promo te persons solely on the basis of
wen t and fitness without relgard to race , color , sex, religion or ethnic ori gin. There .shall be no discrimina tion because of a ge, except in compliance with age requ ireme nts
of the College 's retirement plans and policies or state and
federa l-laws and guidelines ,"
In rela tion to the subject of faculty tenure the statemen t read s , "Facul ty members shall be considered for pro mo t ion according to procedures adop ted by the Faculty
nnd it shall be the respons ibility of the Dean of Faculty to
cnsu rc that the procedures are administered without discrimina tion against ,wpmen or min ori ty. .persons. " '
The tenure statement continues , "In gran ting of tenure t o eligible facul ty the statement of pro cedures for "
Acui ty actions shall apply , Tenure shall be grante d on
clear ly stated criterial which shall apply withou t distinction
be tween. men and women or ,between minor ity groups
*nd non-mino ri ty group persons. "
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NA ACP Confere nce
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The ; National Associationfor tlie Advancement of
Colored Ptopit held its 37th &nhviiiNcw.Mngland Conference Meeting on October TO at the Reel Coach Convention Center , Portland ,Mairte on the theme "NAA CPthe Basic Challen ger " . Pre sent were representatives
from Boston , Con necticut and Maine includin g delegates from Colby , who through the support of the college were able to attend.
The conferen ce convened with an address from
Robert Hay den , historian and Executive Director of
th e.Metropolitan Center for Educati onal Op portunity
(MET CO) in Boston , Massachusetts. Mr. Hayden , who
has done extensive research on contributions of Blacks
in th e areas of science and technolo gy, stated that histori cally the role of Blacks has been misre presented
and that the contributions of Blacks in the areas of
science and technology are still relativel y unknown.
Also of interest during the conference were vari ous workshops that focused on specific problems confrontin g educators in black communities. For example , one work shop examined techni ques of dealing
with school commi ttees and administrators.
The highlight of the conferen ce was the address given by Georg ia State Senator J ulian Bond.
Sena tor Bond stated that Blacks had turned to politics as a means of effecting social change. He delinea t ed t he role of Blacks in t he poli tical arena from
the reconstruction era to the present by illustrating
the fac t that while Blacks are appearing in greater
numbers , there is still a lag in relation to the nation 's
popula tion as a whole.
Sena tor Bond also spoke of the upcoming 1976
Presidential election and proposed that the nation
should addre ss itself to the issues of wealth and income redis tribution , the elimination of pover ty with
real solutio n to unemployment , and free heal th care
financed t hroug h nationalize d controls over monopolies.
..
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their trust ees.

—J ennifer Strode
This year 's budget was finally passed by the Student
Association. This was the rep ort given at their sparsely attended open meeting held Monday in Mary Low lounge. The
finalization came last Thur sday as the Executive Board
went into special session to finish its ta sk.
Several organizations received increases over their original bud get. These include : Christian Science Organiza tion - a $15 increase , Film Direction - $125 , PIRG - $500,
Women 's Group - $155 , Acapclla Singers - $20, Chess
Club - $65. The Archeolo gy Club bud get has been tabled
until next week. The Executive Board wants more knowledge of the club' s function. Their request is for $230. The
only organization denie d funds was the Music Series. This
was done because the Music Series is a Colby/Waterville event and the Board th ought funds could come from other
sources. The Board has , however , made a commitment to
reserve the money until the Music Series ' financial status
is known. If Stu—A does allocate funds it may stipulate
that students receive less expensive tickets.
A special arrangement was made regarding the Or acle, Colb y's yearbook. " The Oracle had requested additional funds in the $1000 range to cover an alread y-signed
contract. In place of allocating the extra money Stu—A
passed a motion allowin g the Oracle to be sold. At the moment it is distributed free of charge. The motion states
that orders will be taken in the spring for the 1976 year book. Orders will require a deposit , the am ount to be determin ed by the Oracle editor. This will provide resources
to cover publishing costs. In the fall of 1976 the sur plus
Oracles will be sold to cover their remaining deficit. Seniors will still be receivin g yearbooks free of char ge.
It was also decided in bud get procedures to put Film
Group, Coffeehouse , and Social Life funds under the general Social Life heading, but in seperate accounts . This
means that each organization has guaranteed funds but
pr ofits can go where most needed. Distribution is as follows: Coffeehouse - $10,000, Social Life¦ - $4,700,
Film
¦
,-, - . . - ¦ . ' . .
-- - —¦ . - '. Group -$150.
Organizations which received money in accordance
with the Treasurer 's first recommendation were: Class of
'76, ECHO , Big B rother/Bi g Sister , Christian Fellowshi p,
Dance Club , Pequ od , Outing Club , (including Woodsmen),
Newm an Club , Radio Colby (WMHB), Powder a nd Wig ,
Darkroom Associates , Football Cheerleaders , Intern ational
1
(continued on pg. 2)

Liqu or License
Hits Home Stretch

—Nan cy Daly,.
Attemp ts to get a liquor license on-campus are progr essing but the proposal still has several stages to go through
before rea ching fulfillment. Hopefull y, the issue will be
brough t before the Board of Trustees at their next meeting.
If this passes the Board , it must then be broug ht to the Waterville City Council , where it m ust be read three times. It
can be read twice at one meeting and the Council meets twice
a mon t h , so conceivably it could pass the Council in a month.
O n ce passed by t he ci ty council , it must be approved by the
M aine State Departmen t of Health and Welfare . Assuming that
the propos al is passed at every stage , the process could be conpleted in six to eight weeks.
Although no great opposi ti on is expected , passage at all
levels is not assu red. The Farmin gton City Coupcil turned
down a similar proposal by the U Maine campus there.
If we could be licensed , i t will probably be a C lass A
Tavern 's License , allowin g th e holder to sell beer or malt liquor. It has not been decided yet who will hold the license ,
likely candida tes include someone in the administrati on or
J ohn J osep h of t he Spa , t hough probably not Stu—A. There
will have to be some safeguards against minors using the fa».
cility.
If the license is gran ted it most likely will be used in
conjunc tion with the Coffeehouse for the time being. There
are no plans to put money into a pub until renovations of
Rober ts are complete .
Should t he license be gran t ed and beer sales imp lemen t ed , any illegal sales of alcohol on campus will become
much more hazardous. State authorities will be inspecting
the premises and legitimat e alcohol vendors will not appre ciate illegal opera tions undercuttin g their sales,
St uden t opinion seems t o grea t ly favor the licensees
it will cut down on students driving while intoxicated and
will keep more money on the campus. On the other hand ,
it has been suggested that 'this will further isolate Colby studen ts from the Waterville community. ,

Editorial-Crucial Balance
One remedy which springs to mind is the crediting of
extra-curricular activities, but upon closer examination this
'. Since the founding of the first institutions of higher
solution is riddled with problems. First of all, niany posts
learning, it has been a universally, recognized that f
colleges have an obligation to their students to provide more are elective (Stu-A jobs f or instance) or are otherwise chosen by select students (a club's officers voting on next year's
than class buildings and professors. Everyone connected .
officers). This would put certain students in the position of
with colleges — be they administrators, teachers, students,
alumni, or whatever — will admit that academics is just one deciding who will receive credits.." Furthermore, as a faculty supervisor would no doubt be required to evaluate work,
part of "the college experience." In most small New England colleges, such as Colby, academics is the foremost con- those activities would lose the.it coveted autonorny.
The next question regards who would receive credit
sideration, and rightly so. Yet, a balance must be main(in
our
own case, would.it be just the editors, or the editained between studies and what may generally be labeled
torial
board,
or department editors, too?). Finally, if these
extra-curricular activities; Colby is now in the process of
people
receive
credit for their work, should not team memp in-pointing that equilibriu m point.
bers
of
varsity
sports have the same right? After all, they
Committee
began
serious
work
The Educational Policy
workload
of
too
are
contributing
to the school with often more than
academic
the
reduce
last year in an attempt to
achieve
is
employed
to
hours
of
work
each week. Clearly, this option cretwenty
device
Colby students. Whatever
ates too many problems to be worthy of pursuit.
this goal — reduction of credit hours needed to graduate,
The most sensible decision, which the EPC appears
crediting the normal course with four hours instead of three,
is to require less of students during the acato
be
pursuing,
,
—
the
thrust
remains
the
same
Plan
programs
or crediting Jan
demic
semester
so that those interested in activities outside
do
not
like
to
put
it
generally
administrators
even though
in such vulgar terms as "reducing the workload." the EPC the classroom can give them the time and energy which
is currently considering the crediting '.of Jan Plans, which is they merit. Waterville is hardly an entertainment mecca,
and many social lives depend on student run affairs.
certainly one viable alternative to reaching this goal.
This would obviously not preclude anyone from caris
too
much
work
is
The question of how much work
more
than the minimum number of hours, while perrying
It
would
appear
impossible
subjective.
of course extremely
mitting involved individuals to excel in the other major asfor most students who want to assume leadership or other
time consuming roles in extra-curricular"activities to do more pects- of college life, be they sports, theatre, Stu-A, and so
on.
than a merely "adequate"- job if they must also carry an
The college will greatly benefit from the recognition
average fifteen credits each semester. Either their studies,
of the importance of non-academic involvemen t at a school
and hence grades, suffer, or they are frustrated into doing
like Colby, and the EPC is urged to continue to strive
a half-assed job in their particular activity due to lack of
toward that goal.
time (to mention nothing of any outside social life).

Blacks in Maine

-Delva Alysia King
On Monday October 20th at 4:00 pm , the Black
Studies Committee, h eaded by Professor Foner, presented
its first lecture of the semester. State Representative
Gerald Talbot, the first black official to be elected
in the state of Maine , was introduced as the guest speaker
by SOBU President Patricia Brown.
Mr. Talbot's discussion focused on the top ic of blacks
in Mai n e, and the various social and economic hardships that they have had to confront. He informed his
audience on issues dealing with the struggle that existed
during the late 196 O's, and early 1970's. The acquisition
of better skilled and hi gher-paying jobs for qualified
black workers, better housing facilities for the senior
citizens, and fostering good, competent guidance
counseling for those black students who wish to go
to college academically prepared.
Mr. Talbot disclosed some of the underlying
prejudice that exists within the 'glorious superstructure'
of Mai ne , (i.e. how the KKK successfully backed the
governor in the election held a few years ago.) However,
his most extraordinary story was ab out Miss Black
Teenage America. After having been chosen as queen
in a pageant initiated by Mr. Talbot's committee, the
House Speaker was somewhat hesitan t about allowing
her to be presented to the legislature. Later, it was
with much pride that Mr. Talbot was able to escort
Miss Black Teenage America down the center aisle,
where she became the first black person to address
the two hou ses of the Maine State legislatu re.
Mr. Talbot introduced his brother , Robert Talbot ,
who at the executive state level helped to push through
a bill on the Human Resources Commission , an organization
providing guidance and assistance to minorities and
low-income wage-earners. Mr. Robert Talbot brought
to light the tragedy of how only five percent of the
problems presented to the commission are generated
by black peop le. He feels that this general paralysis
stems from an unfortunate fear of not wanting to "rock
the boat."
After the lecture the floor was opened for questions
and comments. When asked how his committee was funded
and how an adequate communications network was
^
being achieved , M r. G. Talbot's reply was som ewhat
circulatory and ambiguous. He gave an example oi
how he has used his own personal funds for committee
activities; h owever, he was not at all explicit in stating
how much , if any, federal and/or state funding his
committee has received , and why they have or have
not received it.
Mr. Talbot is now presently attempting to alter
the names of nine locations, which are derogatorily
prefixed, with the name nigger (i.e. Nigger-Lake, Nig£
Road , etc.). This change is not as easy as it would
appear, because these names constitute markers and
spot locations that are found on federal maps. Though
the process is slow, hopefully it will pick up rn ore
support within the black community throu gh increased
awareness and communications.
Representative Talbot hopes to write a book
pertaining to the history of black people in Maine.
Any student wishing to meet with Mr. Talbot and
pursue certain key legislative issues involving black
peop le can do so by obtaining his address from Pat
Brown (ext. 567) or writing to him in care of the
N AACP in Portland.

ECHO Workshop
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Relations, Environmental Council, SOBU, Black Cultural
Activities, Cultural.Life, Student Arts Festival, New World
Coalition. Rugby Club, Pottery Workshop, French ClubExecutive Chairperson , Bob Anderson mentioned
that both Powder and Wig and the Dance Club had been
successful in receiving additonal funds from IPres, Strider. ,
The two groups require the additional funds in order to
rent the Waterville Opera House for performahces. Their
need was precipitated by the renovation of Runnals..
It mustalsb be noted that Center for Coordinated
Studies was not given funds. This was due in part to the
difficulty involved in defining the Center as organization
or dorrhitory. It was also though that funds might more
appropriately come from Pres. Strider. This will be discussed with the President Thursday at the Center's steering
committee meeting.
While no actual new business came to light, the
weekly Chairperson reports contained substantial news.
Social Life Chairpierson Spencer Aitel revealed that the
Coffeehouse will no longer be serving food other than
baked goods. He said that the preparation was too difficult. He did stress, however, that beer will still be sold,
under the current *|pay at the door" policy. He also was
pleased with concert proceeds, claiming over 500 tickets
sold as of Monday morning. He made it known that if anyplace was lacking publicity for the James/Young concert
or if anyone was interested in help ing with on-campus pub
licity Paige Tyson or Sue Berko should be informed of the
fact. His concert bud get has risen $75 due to the necessity of hiring 2 m ore Waterville Police, a "recommendation" of the Waterville Police Chief. He also announced v
that he was negotiating a contract with Bonnie Raitt for
a December 4 performance. Finalization rests on the putcome of this week's concert.
Public Information Chairperson George Apter seemed
enthusiastic about his committee's projects , including faculty evaluation, a central information center, a com puter survey, a Jan Plan project to revise the student handbook , and
Stu—A news center.. He emphasized the need for workers,
however.
The meeting then closed to an Executive Session as
the Board deliberated over procedure for recommending
Students to Board of Trustees' Committees. The outcome
of that meeting was indecisive.

TONIGHT
An open workshop for all interested staff members
and/or prospective writers of the ECHO will be held tonight,
Thursday October 23rd in Runnals Union at 6:30 p.m.
On Saturday 25th tlie ECHO office will move
from Runnals Union to the Gymnasium The new
officewill be located in a classroom down from the
squash courts on the main floor. Articles may be submitted either at the Gym or to Kent Wommack(DU) or
Hal Bodden (DKE).
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*All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified' '
are those of the Colby ECHO,
Founded in 1877, the ECHO is, f ip blsihed def tly, ,
excep t during vacations and examination p eriods,, by
the students of Colby College, and is prin ted by J ourna l
Pmlocations, Belfast , Maine,
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Conf essionsOf An Associate Dean
—John Sweney
platitude^to Laertes and Ophelia" ("the more you put into
Why did I agree to be Associate Dean of Students for college, the more you 'll get out of it."). I wanted to say
a year, how awful was it , and isn't it good to be back with
something that would help, to find some magic phrase, but
books again? Well, I' m not sure why 1 did it. I know betPolonius kept intruding.
ter, but I have always had trouble saying "no", especially
One thing which I discovered early was that the role
to good friends, like~Bill Wymari, with persuasive tongues.
of dean has built-in frustrations. As dean, one must be both
Besides, I thought that after twelve years of teaching, it
adviser and cop, advocate and disciplinarian. The two roles
might be invigorating to do som ething differen t for a
art not very compatible, to say the least. The students unwhile.
derstandably want someone who will represent their interests
Different it was. I didn 't hate it; but I .wouldn't do
in administrative decisions. The faculty and administration
it again, not even for Bill. Basically, there are too m any
all too,often want someone who will keep the students in
line.
problems with the job and too f ew satisfactions. Compared with teaching, there is disappointingly little intelI suppose that the chief irritation I encountered was
lectual stimulation. I spent my day reading and answerthe abundance of free advice from people who did not have
to wrestle with the difficulties of the office. Pets especially
ing mail, making and receving phone calls, writing reports
constitute a nearly insoluble problem.. To clear them from
and memos, filling out endless questionnaires, attending
committee meetings, and talking with students and faculty about their,problems and complaints. The latter ¦- activity is the most important, the most Interesting, and
often the most rewarding aspect of the job , but only now
and then is it intellectually rewarding.
Being a dean is much more frustrating than teaching. The student problems which I encountered were of
several kinds. - Frequently I met with people who had a
run afoul of red tape, bureaucracy, pro cedures, rules and
regulations, and felt abused and trapped. Sometimes the
feeling was justified, but I could help them only by making other people (perhaps faculty or staff) feel mistreated.
Traffic tickets are a case in point. Scarcely a day passed,
I believe, without someone pleading with me to do something about a ticket (perhaps $1, perhaps $40) which he
or she.had received unjustly ("I only stopped for a few
minutes to pick up my date," or "The wheels of my car
were only a few inches on the grass."). In response, I
would usually call B&G and talk with the security officers; occassionally I'd find that we could agree that a com
promise was in order. At other times, the officers would
insist that there was no injustice involved. I was then left
with two: choices : support the student or support the security officer (and suggest that the student appeal to the
Student Judiciary). Obviously, no matter what I did,
someone was lef t unhappy.
Another source of frustration arose from more important m atters. Students with serious academic, psychological, emotional, and personal problems would come for
advice. ..Of course we have professional counsellors for
many of these problems, and I referred students to them,
but I also tried to counsel them as best I could. Unfor- .._
tunately I nearly always felt like Polonius, mouthing
(photo by Ed Bussitel)

—David Harris

Roberts Renovation Committee
One expressed alternative is to build a new student un- •
ion and convert Roberts for some other use, possibly
as a dormitory. However, %hete are financial and priority constraints to such plans. Committee members
emphasize that they are still in the process of collecting
information , and one of the purposes of the consultant
will be to help sort all this information into perspective.
Additionally , the letter states, "the function of (
this consultant would be to discuss with us the philosophy of and approaches to building the center, to help
us determine the priority of facilities for the building,
and to suggest any facilities we may have overlooked. "
The method of consultation has yet to be worked out , but
will probably develop during the selection procedure.
It is hoped , however, that a consultation can come to Colby
before final exams, or else he or she would have to wait
until February to see the campus at its "normal" activities. After the consulation , whatever form it takes, the
Committee hopes to publish a more concrete "wish
list" of needed facilities along with a definite timetable for
future planning,
Hiring a professional consultant is the first really
strong link in a chain of events which began last spring . .

A first substantial step towards the establishment
of a student center at Colby has been taken by the Roberts Renovation Committee. At .their meeting last
Friday , the committee members present agreed to hire
a professional consultant , experienced with student unions, to assist them in their decision-making process.
Essentially, the reasons for hiring a consultant
are based on one major consideration , the admitted inexperience and insecurity of the committee regarding
the planning of a union. Most of the committee members know that they need the help of "someone with
considerable expertise in the planning and functioning
of studen t unions. . .(who) could act as a catalyst to our
thinking and provide a professional point of view on
the. [renovation] project. " This opinion is expressed in
a letter which will be sent to potential candidates for
the job of consultant. These candidates are being selected frorn. two major sources: a set of surveys sent
out last spring by Bruce Cummings, former Director
of Student Activities, to various colleges with student
centers , and the listings of the Association of College
Unions , Inc. Hiring a consultant now is considered a
necessary preliminary to seeking competitive bids from
architects .
The decision tp hire a consultant is not a tacit
approval of the Roberts Renovaition nor a rejection of
other possible alternatives. Many committee members
are still not convinced that the conversion of Roberts
can satisfactorily solve the problem of a student center

Pla nts ALIVE
"A Growing Concern "
.•
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after the final decision to erect a new infirmary and the
subsequent controversy over building priorities. At
that time , the Board of Trustees, mainly through student initiative, created an Ad—Hoc Committee consisting of student, faculty and administration members, to study the feasibility of converting Roberts Union
into a student center. This committee which makes recommendations directly to President Strider, received
a $25 ,000 grant, part of which is now being used to get
a consultant. They have since been laying the groundwork for their current plans, through surveys and questionnaires, comparing other student centers and developing a priority list of facilities. The committee has
also initiated an "open space survey" to determine the
amount of unused space on campus which can be utilized outside of a student center.
Currently , the Roberts Renovation Committee consists of six voting student members, six voting
faculty-administration members and three non-voting
mem bers, two of whom are studen ts. The voting members are as follows: Martha Nist, chairperson (x591 or
x573), Paula Debriar <x596), Mark Arnold (x235),
Steve Shafarman (3-2367), Al Wilson (x556), and Delva
King (x327) ; Janice Seitzingcr, Dean of Housing (x287),
^•^ •••••••••••••••••••••• ^ •^ •••••••••••• ^ Earl Smith, Director of Communications (x281), Sue
Benson , Director of Student Activities (x220), Jonas
Rosenthal , sociology (x370), William Miller, art (x393)
and Stan Palmer, plant engineer (x401). The nonvoting mem bers are Hal Bodden (x551), Lauretta
Daley (x422) and Robert Pullen , Administrative Vice* president (x224). Any students with ideas regarding
%
Doii1t be disappointed —
I
jj a student center are urged to con tact these people.
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campus is a U topian fantasy. Identifying and proving owner
ship may appear easy, but it isn't. Enforcement, as every
student knows, is not uniform from dorm to dorm. No one
wants to be the hated dog-catcher. Countless hours were
spent (and have been spent in years past) trying to formulate a policy which would be both fair and effective.
I don't flatter myself by thinkin g that we succeeded last
year, but I grew tired of hearing from people that the solution was obvious to anyone who was not a nn oron.
The frustration s and irritations were bad enough, but
often I was even further depressed by a sense of alienation
from both faculty and students. No one was rude, but a
good many people let me know in one way or another that
1 had disappointed them deeply by agreeing to work in
Eustis. Several smiled knoWingly when I assured them
that it was for only a year; believing that I had my head
stuffed full of ambition , they could be heard mumbling,
"Strider beware!" as they abandoned me. Moreover, I
discovered for the first time~at Colby, that when I told
a student something, they frequently suspected me of
fud ging the truth , if not of outright lying. "Really now,"
some said, as I showed them the material concerning
them in the dean's file, "where's the rest of it? You ,
know, the file listing who sleeps with whom, what the
RA's tell Seitzingcr, what the shrinks tell Wyman?"
"There isn't any such file," I insisted; "this is all we have,"
but not everyone left convinced.
:Now that I'm back in the English department, people
ask me what goes on in Eustis, what it's really like over
there. I didn't learn anything very surprising. There were
difficulties, but I had no serious run-ins with anyone.
I thought before, and still do, that Eustis could get by with
fewer employees, but I don't think that ainyonc there
loafs. What happens J suspect,is about what I found myself doing. Anytime someone doesn't have enough work
to keep him busy, he makes work for himself because selfrespect demands it, and sitting around waiting for the
phone to ring is damned boring. When I had nothing
much to d[o, I'd think of something that might be of some
use to someone—perhaps compilin list (for advisors)
of students from west of the Missi ppi. However, the
two offices with which I had most «*' my dealings, Admissions and the Registrar's office , always seemed overworked and understaffed.
I'm not certain that I have yet made sense of my
year as Associate Dean of Students, but I know that I
learned some things about Colby which will be useful
in my role as faculty adviser, and I learned something
of greater personal importance: I like teaching.
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Interviewed on Theater Renovation
Advantages

versus Limita tions

—Sean Drummey
Last Thursday afternoon Professor Douglas Archibald, chairman of the'English Department was interviewed
in a two-hour long session. The conversation was directed
towards the Runnals Union Renovation and here follow his
comments as recorded .

p hase to spend the million dollars. The only other thing
I want to add is that in January the committee voted
unanimously to recomm end that Evans Wollens be the
architect, and to recommend-the plans that he presented as part of his consultation with us, but which
were really part of his candidacy for being the architect. The plans that he presented were essentially <
the plans that we adopted, and we agreed to that un^
Since you headed the theater renovation project at
Q,
animously in J anuary. It was only after that people,
Colby, I thought you might like to reply to some of Proprimarily Irving [Suss] .started in On the storehouse.
fessor Suss's negativeevaluation of the proj ect that appeared So that was at chat point a new argument. If we had 1
in the October 9th issue of the ECHO. Will the theater be
had a million and a half dollars it would have been.no
adequate for the needs of Colby?
question at all we would simply do it, but we have to
make a.choice, either a stagehouse with barely minA. Okay, Irving and I and the other people on the theaimal facilities, or no stagehouse and very adequate
ter committee last year discussed, fought, argued all spring. facilities—that was our choice. I hope we get the half
I don't really want to reply to Irving's remarks in the ECHO million and get a stagehouse later.
I' m not interested in prolonging the debate that at this point
Ji-. Suss contended that you would be limited to
is settled, and tiresome.
a kind of open stage production and for example,
I am personally convinced that the theater will be
a Noel Coward or and Oscar Wilde play could not
adequate. Our committee had a budget of .one million dollars and I was convinced and am still convinced that that
be preformed its the original wias. Will it be limited,.
was all we could expect to get from the Trustees last year.
or can you just get around that?
It is possible to raise m oney later, and I hope we can ; But
A. An imaginative director and energetic cast can put
last year was a million dollars, or nothing. The administraany play on in an open stage configuration. I think Irtion would not have gone along with the recommendation
ving is right: people should contend that open stage is
of something like a million and a half, or two million dolthe way pf the future , because it's something that's
lars. If we had said, it's got to be two million or nothing,
been around for a long time. There are prim arily two
we would have been told nothing; if we had said it's got to
kinds of theaters: academic theaters and Shakespeawe
would
have
been
told
nothing.
be a million and a half ,
I think that is a statement of fact. Given that limitation, it
rian theaters, like Stratford , Ontario. And yet Stratford , Ontario and a lot of college theaters have manwas a choice of building a theater without a stage house
aged to put on any plays,that the dramatic moment
that wou ld be more than adequate in other respects, and
would include a really good dance facility that would move chose to put on. What you cannot do is put them on
Runnals in the direction of a performing arts center. Doing in the kind'of theater for which they were written.
that, or spending all the m oney on the creation of a shell
Ibsen had in m ind a proscenium stage with space for
rather elaborate set changes, and Noel Coward too for
with a stage house, but without very much theater equipment, and without space for the dance, and without a thea- commercial theater. You just have to stage them in
different ways. That means it's less historically acter that you could , in my view, happ ily and successfully
curate, you are not imitating the productions that would
f
all.
begin to put on plays next
The faculty student committee wanted to have a stage have been done in Oslo, in 1925. You can't do Verde
house.lt was agreed that we would recommend the stagehouse opera very well, or Wagner; it doesn't mean you can't
do it at all, you just have to do it in your own way
if theTrustees would accept the budget figure of about a
million and a half. But , it determined not to recommend ¦a rather than the way it was originally thought. Which
stage house as a trade-off , not to go the route of having a
is not ideal, but it's an awful lot better than nothing.
• " 'V ; ' . ' _ ;¦
' " -' ; / • ;'
stage house without very mu ch else. So what we recomQ,
When
will
Runnals
reopen?
Trustees
accepted was
mended to th eTrustees , and what the
a fully adequate though limited plan , limited in my view
A.
September , '76. Well, maybe October...the
only in the lack of wing space and stage house. However,
good
first
production
next year. The bids are due today from
on
but
we
can
start
putting
that's a real limitation,
Strider
the
contractor.
Within
a month the bids will be reviewed
away.
What
President
right
plays with imagination
the contractor picked, and the renovation will beand Vice-President Turner have said about their fund raigin. Since it's all predominantl y inside work, they
sing for the new science facility is that they will certainly I
can work through the winter, spring and summer. And
keep an eye out for a couple of major donors who could
it should be all set to go next fall. We'll have to fibe persuaded to give about a half million dollars that could
gure' out some kind of grand opening for the first
at a later date be used to add a stage house. I hope that
happens. But , I and the majority of the committee wanted Powder and Wig production.
to have something that we could work in right away, and
Q,
Will Runnals be able to be used for anything else
felt that was more important than to have som ething adebesides theater activities?
quate in all other respects but without the stagehouse.
Whereas Irving and other members felt that it was better to
have a stage house more or less at any cost — the stage house A. Sure. It won 't.be big enough for all college convocations. We still don 't have an adequate place for
without having anything else in it — that was the debate
things that size. But it doesn 't bother me very much.
last spring. That was finally resolved in favor of the first
It will be used for dance performances— a marvelous
alternative presented to the trustees that day. But I think
place for ensemble concerts . But what it 's real limitation
it's going to be adequate , and I think the debate about it
¦ will* be: it's not big enough to bring up a touring prolast year , while troubling in lots of ways, was fundamenfessional company for a one night stand for which.they
tally a disagreement about the right way to do the first
charge say five thousand dollars. You can't possibly
make enough money by selling seats. You need to have
five , six, seven hundred fifty seats to make that pay.
So it's limited . Not a good place for the National Ballet Company which would be just too expensive. You
LOW record prices can make nearly any store
just
couldn't make the money back in a small theater.
lo ok good - but there really is a lot more to it. Be
For
college
productions it seem s to me an ideal size.
Orsey 's is the only full-service record store in the
I
think
it'
s
much
better to have four productions of a
area , not a small section of some big department
given
play,
or
five,
maybe six to an audience of about
store. Our staff is knowledgeable aud helpful , and
two
hundred
people
than to have two productions to
our stock is geared to your needs & interests .
an
audience
of
five
hundre
d, or the other alternative
Meaning this - J esse Colin Young & J ohn
if you have a big theater you have two productions
Payne albums ori sale at $4,99 (don 't miss 'em live this
which isn't enough or four productions to a half-filled house
. •
this weekend) .
_
which is depressing for everybody. Also smaller the^
-$4,99 specials that go" far beyond the Top Ten,
aters are better for relatively inexperienced actors } it's
real hard to project.
to include Colby favorites like Dave Mason , Chick
Corea, Bonnie Rait t, Herbie Hancock , & Renaissance,
Plus a complete order service for those hard
to find albums , as well as- calculators, tape cases,
record cleaners , and an extensive stereo section
with KLH , Technics, Garrar d, & Akai equipment.
Granted , all roa ds don 't lead to Elm Pla za,
but come see us. It 'll be worth it,

smsimr®
•Implaza
WATERVIUE- 73:j30O

Q>
Do you, or did you, feel that the new theater was the highest priority for improving Colby instead of, let's
say, a new campus center?
A.
If you had asked m e about an infirmary, that
would be easy. I think a theater is much more important. What 1 said last year was I wanted both, but I
didn't sec why theater advocates should accept the
position of saying we don't want a union. We want
both, we can be put on a committee to work on the
theater, others can work on the union. The only
thing about the infirmary that is exciting to me is getting it out Of Roberts. I think Roberts is a good
building. Once the infirmary is out there will be lots
of open space. If it's done with taste and imagination,
it will really be a nice place. I think that's maybe begging the question, but I don 't see why people would
have to say because I want a theater, therefore, I don't
want a union. There is money for both and it's com-mitted. So I never thought I was incompetition with a
union. ThereMs temporary inconveniences, I hope-it's.
temporary, since work is going to be going oh in
Runnals. There are things like the coffeehouse, the ECHO
and the Various other student organizations that have been
displaced, and that is certainly a p roblem for these people.
Once Roberts is done properly I think that's a better place
in the end.
Q, Do you think the selections of the plays in the*past has
been com mendable? Do you have any thoughts on what
the criteria should be for selecting the plays? Do you feel
people want to see historical plays in an educational context, or would sjudents rather have more contemporary
or controversial material?
A. I'm not a theater person. I got stuck on this committee.
(My only experience in academ ic theater has been as a unintelligible.) I think that there are three obligations of
the new theater. One is to be as interesting and exciting
as possible for the people involved. Second is, over a
four year period, to show a reasonable range of drama, v
and I think Irving Suss has been very good about showing
that range and I agree with him it should be done. And
the third obligation pf a college theater is to do things that
can't get to see elsewhere. That's very risky. I thought
the cast last year did as gdod a job as they could have ;
done with "Endor", Howard Nimerov's play. It's very
unusual to be able to have a playwright come around
and see his play, participate in dress rehersal; I think it's
a lousy play ; it's a dull play...but that's the .chance you
take. It is certainly true that "Endor" is not going to
be performed in Montreal, Boston , or anywhere in commer
cial theater. I think there is a real obligation to do that,
and I think there is an obligation for student plays—student written plays. I hope what we get to do when there is
a performing arts program , is a reasonable amount of workshop theater , experiences so that people will not have to
make a month's commitment to be iii a play. They do
things like put on plays where the actors hold the scripts ,,
and read them , and spend only two days rehearsing. Or,
make it a little more polished; spend a week rather than
a month, don 't carry the scripts around , but don 't worry about a line, sets, or lighting—just do it. I think that's
an important contribution of college theater to do stu,ff
that isn't going to get done elsewhere, and especially
to do things that local people write. My understanding .
is that this January a combination of Colby players and
Monmouth players are going to do Dick Sewell's play ,
an historical drama. I think that's really exciting. The more of that we can do the better.
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Canada Dry Ginger Ale
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To the Editors of the ECHO :

\ Letters to the Editor \

"Thelot cflfeoAnm"

Dear Editors,
I am glad to see that the ECHO is concerned with
Maine Events outside of Colby and for this reason appre\
The ECHO will publish letters to the student
<
ciated an article on the Maine Woodsmen 's Association
\ _ body in the Letters to the Editor section, but only if \
p icket at Scott Paper.
Your reporter seems to distort facts, however, in
\ they are signed. Letters should be submitted to the
\
<
new
ECHO
in
the
Field
House
n
o
later
than
office
his
effort
to portray the woodsmen as impoverished
J
? M on day night.
pawns of the paper mills engaged in a hopeless economic
<
struggle to make ends meet by selling wood. I am rel^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I
^
<
ferring in particular to the f irst two paragraphs which
detail the rather incredible economics of wood cutFoss-Woodman : The Defense Rests
ting. Can he really believe that wood that they sell for
twenty-five to thirty dollars costs them twenty-five
To the Editors of the ECHO :
to thirty dollars? In spite of his condescending attiIn regards to the article in the last issue of the ECHO tude towards woodsmen, he must believe that they are
(10/16/75) concerning Foss/Woodman , I would like to make more sensible than this, or that they are exaggerating
it known that I was very disturbed by the somewhat casual
the cost of wood to them. Wood on the stump, that
remarks made about the bathroom situation on the coed
i sjrees growing in the woods,are sold for between four and
floor. This may seem to be a very picky criticism, yet I
seven dollars a cord. Can transportation and other facfeel there is a very important principle involved.
tors account for the balance? And usually the woodsman cuts his own land so there is no,£tumpage cost
There were m any people who worked very hard last
spring to bring the coed living alternative into existence.
He is also incom pletely reporting the price paid
These individuals went through the accepted channels to
by the mill for wood. The price quoted in the ECHO
bring about change andin doing so some rules were made,
is a common price only for hardwood and p ine pulp.
one of the most hotly disputed being the segregation of
Much of a woodsman 's harvest of pulp is spruce-fir
bathrooms. It has been made very clear that cooperation
which, according to a recent quote from a wood puras far as keeping these facilities separate is necessary if we
chasing agent, is between thirty-six and forty-two dolare to hope for this form of housing to even be considered
lars per cord. Also, much of a woodsman's pine, spruce,
as anything m ore than an experiment.
hemlock, and oak is sold as sawlogs of eighty to one hun
Through my discussions with individuals on the floor
dred and twenty dollars per thousand board feet , a
during the past week , I have been assured that the bathmuch m ore profitable way to sell , wood than as pulp.
And good quality hardwood (birch, ash, maple) can
rooms have remained segregated — and it was even brought
to my attention that many individuals on the floor do not
be sold as boltwood to spool mills and veneer m ills
for seventy-f ive to one hundred dollars per cord.
desire coed bathrooms as long as they are dealing with the
present facilities.
With this in mind , I question the source of his
"4000 annual average incom e" figure. Every woods
I do want to m ake it clear that I am not opposed to
the concept of coed bath rooms as long as facilities are deman of my acquaintance makes at least twice that
signed so individuals have the right to a certain degree of
much , as well as being the owner of large and valuable tracts of land from which he harvests wood.
privacy, if they choose it, and individuals are-aware of the
Granted working in the woods is a hard and dangeexistence of such an arrangement before they choose living
accomodations.
rous and at times not highly profitable career. The
But I was disturbed by what I feel was a poor job ot
woodsmen have good reason to organize. But the
lot of woodsm en is not as desperate as the reporter tries
representing the true state of affairs on the floor, thus pla'
cing the actual state of operation of the coed floor in ques- to convince us.
tion.
At the end of the article he admonish es us to visit
I would hope that in the future the reporters and edi
the pickets to "learn more about the lives and values
tors of the ECHO would do a more complete job of gatheof men who are in m any ways different from the averring facts and opinions on issues, or try to do a more careage Colby student". Perhaps he should have learned more
about
the men , and the wood industry, before he wrote
ful job of editing articles. Thank you.
the
article.
Sincerely,
Martha Nist
-Rob Chandler

For all our lapses into decadence, apparent frivolity ,
and even joyousness, it is nonetheless true that m ost of Colby 's students arc grossly overworked (or would be, if they
attempted to "keep up"). The villain is the perverse notion
that to simultaneously juggle fewer than five courses is sloth
The pitfalls of our 120 credit hour system — reactivated to
celebrate the arrival of the Class of 1976 — have been often
discussed. But to little end. The flexible fifteen compromise acts only to encourage that mediocrity which is absolutely implicit in the 120 credit hour system , for the reason
that it is used primarily to alleviate" the tedium of 15 hours
per semester. It is, therefore, abused.
Apparently there was some talk last year on the topic
of credit requirements, and I'm sure that all the proper committees were duly appointed , if only for the sake of appearance. Apparently, too, student participation in the push
to reduce the requirement was less than it might have been .
This apathy seems to have been matched only by that of
the teaching staff.
Time and again professors express regret that this
lay
or
that poet be treated so hastily, that highly relevant
p
critical sources be ignored for want of time, and so on. They
are aware of the burden placed upon students who must
complete their workload times five, are frustrated by th e
utter mediocrity which often results, but seem, on the
whole, unwilling to vote against — and it would be a step in
the right direction — the present credit scheme. The quality of One 's work is atrocious, essays are hastily conceived
and handed in late, if at all. And responsibilities to fellow
members of a supposed community are quite neglected.
It is mindless to an extreme. Not only is one badgered by continuous assessment in five courses with the effects of poor preparation for all and of under-achievement
which has been made absolutely necessary, but one is also
forced into courscs, notably introductory lectures in music,
oceanograp hy, astronomy , art, psychology, and the like,
which hold for him little interest. Mediocrity is again the
result of an utterly self-defeating system. Professors scream
student apathy, students grow resentful. Healthy? Worst
of all, one is not left the necessary time to pursue that area
of study which does command his interest, and often quite
personal com mitm ent.
Colby, by nature, is not an institution which sends a
great proportion of its seniors eventually on to graduate
school. I suppose that their goal, then is to effect an intensive four-year program of force feeding. Get it while you
can. The' well-rounded gentleman . . . the lib eral arts education . . . p hysical education , baby biology, Spanish 111
for all the one-sided johnnies.
I would urge that we call an end to the ugly diletantism
which is encouraged by our graduation requirement of 120
TteMsite cf Jchiftyre
credit hours. Maybe then we shall find ourselves livingj
rather than merely completing or processing, that which , by To the editors , ECHO:
our presence here, we consider worthwhile.
Yours,
This Friday night the Coffeehouse, with the invalJim Moore
uable assistence of Sub-Arctic Pig, will be bringing to
Colby College, John Payne. For many I need say no
AAUP N ot Bargaining Agent
more. For those of you still unfamiliar with the man
and his music call WMHB at 872-8037 and ask a DJ to
To the editors,
play you something from "Bedtime Stories", his latest
I should like to correct some misinformation
album. If that is impossible I guess I will have to do
about AAUP (The American Association of Un iverthe best I can right here to convince you it would be
sity Professors ) which appeared in Mr. Keye 's article
well worth your while to invest an evening in listening
on Professor McArthur (ECHO , October 2nd).
to this talen ted performer.
It is not true that AAUP is an "organiza t ion
John Payne blows jazz rather tastefull y. He
engaged in adversary relationship with administramight raise you but he certainly won 't thr ow you .
tion." Indeed , administrators with faculty rank
Names like John Coltrone and Sonny Rollins pop inare eligible to j oin AAUP and many have done so.
to my mind. He is a hornplayer (sax) and flautist
While AAUP does represent the point of view of the
from the Boston-Cambridge area and has been to
faculty , it is n ot a bargaining agent nor a trade unColby two or three times to my knowledge. Last
ion. We see our role not as opposing the administrayear the band spent nearly a week at Colby conducting
tion but rather as working in close consultation with
w orksh ops , holding semin ars and j a mming wi t h
it so that any decisions taken will be in the best instu dents. All participating found it a very reward terests of the Colby faculty.
ing experience.
Nor is it exact to state that AAUP is an organJ ohn Payne has two albums out. The most reization which "dealt chiefly with economic matters."
cent of which is available at DeOrsey 's. If y ou cannot
We are concerned with a great variety of issues , inm ake it to DeOrsey's and still wish to acquire the recluding women's and minority rights , promo t ion a nd
cord ,!would be more than willing to wager you that
tenure, student-faculty ratios, academic free d om and
John Payne will be equipped with plenty to peddle be •
edu cat ional poli cy. In fact , our main conc ern during
tween songs. The latest albu m, "Bed time Stories",feathe academic year 1974-1975 was to present to the
t ures the ba nd t ha t will b e playing Fri d ay ni ght.
various committees of the Board of Trustees position
Along with John Payne will be Louis Levin on keypapers on t hose items in t he CSFC Rep or t which ar e
b oards , a bassis t, a drummer , and m aybe an accesof impor tance to the faculty . In the past we have
sory percussionist.
been instrumental in instituting an affirmative action
Wrapping it up, I can only rein t erat e t he merit s
policy here at Colby and in working ou t proce d ures
of John Payne, his wi t, and his music and recommend
for tenure and promotion.
it to everyone.
One final note : Professor McArthur 's sojourn
in t he Eus t is Building does no t preclude occassional
—Peter Woodhouse
visits to the Lovejoy faculty lounge on the first Wed[iHiniimiiiiiiiiuiHiiiiniiiiriiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHinimnniHuiiuiuiiiiiii
nesday of the month; In fact, he is still an active partici pant i n AAUP.
MAI NE'S FI NEST
Yours sl nccrely ,
"£ \
" J. M. Weiss
Presiden t
Colby Chap t er AAUP
>
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Thank God for Zebo's

Dear Students ,
I would like to take this opportunity to convey to you
something that has been on my mind since the very day I arrived
at Colby a little over a month ago.
Why is it that most, if not all, institutional food tastes
like an anthology of filth , the absolute epitome of all that
is rcpugnant.with Colby being no exception? Everyday, I return to my room with the same headache that plagues me continuously after I have eaten what I call a poor facsimile of a
good meal. And it 's not because I may have eaten too much;
ra ther, it's because of what I have eaten.
To be perfectl y truth ful about the matter , Colby 's food ,
in comparison to some of the other colleges I have visited in
th e New England area , is really quite good , but only in comparison! It would seem that we at Colby are getting the best
of the worst, with the worst being just m arginally above that
which is edible. But what are we to do? Either we eat it , or go
hungry . So eat, and be merry, as the saying goes. HAH!
THANK GOD FOR ZEBO'S!!!!
Most sincerely , Steven M. Earle

tpe'^feem
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***** ** und er new management **'****'

natura l foods store

Cheese
1.69 to 1.98 lb.
10 Spring St.

Fresh Bread
(Monday)
8734152

6 Sea Food r4 %

Cocfcuilt • rn. 307/4539011

1

welcomes the Colby com niuniiy
§
to enjoy J f ine meal in a
§
quiet, telaxed atmosphere
1
3 M in, north of downtow n Waterville
I
on Rt. 201
1
lOpen 7:0O a,m, to 10p. m., weekends to Up . m, *
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Soccer Upsets
Bowdoin 1-0

Trin ity Tops Gridders
17-0

-Bill Hou g h

In what apparentl y will be one of the biggest reverses
in Colby Soccer history ; the Colby Mul es after losing five
strai ght humiliating games , turned around in mid-stre am and
defeated a strong and highly ranked Bowdoin team 1-0. The
only goal of the game bein g scored on a penalty kick by forward Doug Giron at 35 :15 into the second half.
Virtuall y every p layer on the field turned in strong
and highly compet ent performances ; fullbacks Brian Kiely,
Peter Simpson , Bob Kwiatkowski , and J ohn Hickok coordinating very well with a center-field composed of halfbac ks
Bill Gruber , Mike Martin , Rob Stevenson , Rick Davis, and
Doug Lewing.
In addition the forward line of Chris Mellon , Dave
Liberty , Doug Giron , and an aggressive Peter Kraft kept the
Bowdoin defense and goalie constantl y wor king.
It was however , the fine goal keeping of sophomore
Larry Hill that kept Colb y from being scored upon. Bowdoin had many a chance to score but Hill' s excellent per formance ra nked secon d to none.
Bowdoin went into the game, fifteenth in N ew England , with a 5-2 recor d. The wins being over Maine (3-2),
Trinity (6-0(, Bates (3-2), Weslyan (2-0), and Williams (1-0).
The losses were to Tufts (3-2) and Amherst (2-0).
Colby must be prepare d to continue their strong per
formance , with games against Clark University at home on
Frid a y a nd Ne w E ngland College, away in Henniker , N.H.,
on Saturday.

Harriers Finish Season
Colby 's cross country runners finished their regular
season last week With races at U-Maine Orono and the
Maine State Invitationa ls at Bates. The week began on
Tuesday at the scenic and simple course winding aroun d
the hills and fields on the outskirts of the Orono campus.
The course was relativ ely flat with only a few rises and
the Colby runners posted their fastes t times of the season.
The competition , as well as U-Maine Orono , in. eluded old foes U-Mairie PoGo and U-Maine Presque
Isle — whose black uniforms curiously *resemble d those
of the feared New Zealand Kiwis. Because of the flatness
of the course , the first mile was very hard. The result
of this for Colby 's placing was that Ken Colton , aware of the manne r in which the Orono course was mn ,
kept up with the lead pack of runners and defeate d Mark
Helmas , who had maintained his regular pace at the beginning portion of the race. Overall , Colby place d second to U—Main e and ahead of PoGo and Presque Isle .
Last Saturday, on a raw rainy day at Bates ' Parents ' Weekend , a harsh reality finally caug ht up to the
team. It was the occasion for the Maine Invitational
Cross Country Champ i onshi ps where supposedly, the
best collegiate cross country teams in Main e were to
compete , A fr enzied Bate s cro wd insp ired the equally
psyched Bates runners into a first -four finish and the
sta te title. U-Maine and Bowdoin teams which had beaten the Mules earli er , followed the Wildcats and pro ceeded Colby. The team was only too glad to escape
Bates ' primitiv e facilities in their heated Monte Carlo.

MARTY'S TEXACO
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVECARE
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The Colb y College football team failed in its
attem p t for three strai ght wins as it dr opped a 17-0
decision to Trinity Saturday in Hartford , Ct.
1
The rain , however , was the real winner in what Colb y
i
coach Richard McGee called "the worst playing condi'
tions I have seen in 30 years of football. " The two teams
f
combined for a total of 18 fumbles , making the establish I
men t of a sustained offense by cither team impossible .
%
Colb y p layed fairly well in the first half , twice
posing threats to score. In the first quarter , a 68
<
yard J im Hayes to Reid Cassidy pass put the ball
on the Trinity 10, but a dropped pass in the end zone and
Colby's Steve Homaritos attem pts field goal with Jim Hayes
a field goal miss ended this threat .
holding during Saturday 's mudbowl at Trinity.
In the second quart er , the Mules drov e from their
29
to
the
Trinity 16 on the stre ngth of 3 J im Hayes .
(photo by Chris Morrisscy )
completions
pass
, one each to Dennis Lund gren
(16 yds.), Reid Cassid y (19 yds.) and Mark Hi ggin s
(13 yds.). This drive stalle d too , by a thir d down pass
interception.
The Mules ' inability to score in the first half
proved to be their undoing as they never threatened
to score again. The continuing rain made offense
an increasing ly ri sky undertaking in the secon d half
and
the Colb y turnov er gave Trinity their 17 points.
«
—J oshua Smith
Tri nity had the advantage of kicking to Colby
This week has not been a very good week for" women 's to begin the last half and on the third play recovered a
Colby fumble on the twenty. Four plays later , Mike
tennis here at Colb y. The racqueteers lost their second and
third matches of the year to finish their season at 2 wins and Maus kicked a 32 yard field goal and Trinity led 3-0.
j
On the last play of the third quarter , Colby fumbl ed
three losses and a tie.
Tri
nity
recovering.
On
on
their
own
nin
e
yard
line,
On Monday , here on the Wales tennis courts , the
.
the next play, Tony Ciccaglionc ran the ball in for .
Mules were beaten by a strong UNH team 6-1. Since it
it
lO-O.
The
score
remained
this
way
.
a
score
making
,
was a non-league encounter every match played counted
until late in the ball game when Trinity 's Tony Tuvella
in final score . Coach Bither jugg led her line-up playing
intercepted a Colby pass and ran it back 24 yards
J anet McManama , usuall y number one singles, at first
to complete the day 's scoring.
doub les. Of the seven matches played , 4 singles and ^
The poor weather conditions made the ball
doubl es, only freshman J anet Ford was able to defeat slippery and turned the field into a quagmire. Hence ,
her UNH opponent. The whirling winds played havoc with
the strategy of h oth teams was to get the lead, pky
the players shots , for cing p layers to play extra caucautiousl y, and force the opponent to open up offensively.
Trinity, taking the lead at the onset of the third
tiously.
On Wednesday the netwomen trav eled: to Brunswick
quarter , did not thr ow one pass in. the second'half ,
relying 'oil the.excellent ipuntingiof Ma us«(42.!3iyd. ayg/) ¦. .(
to face the ,;Bowdie s cpached byth e former ^world cla'ss
to keep Colby submerged in their own terr itory. The weather
Squash playe r Eddie Reed. Improved to be ari O'therb ad
was just not con ducive to aggressive offense which ,
day for the Mules as they dropped this bne by the score
unf ortunately, was what Colby had to play in the second
of 3-2:
The two wins came at first singles and first doubles
half.
Next Saturday, Colby p lays Bowdoin in Br unswick .
J anet McManama back at first singles, easily defeated her
|
Bowdoi n opponent , while at first doubles , Karen Huebsch
The Bears have running ba ck J im Soule who a week
and Bev Vay hinger won a clutch match in a tiebreaker in
ago was the nation 's lea ding rush er in his division , and
the third set.
they will be, p hysi ca lly, the biggest team Colby has
However, using the slow grey clay to their advantage
played a ll year. Nothing short of spectacular will
Bowdoin outsteadied Colby in th e other three matches.
I
enable Colby to even its record at 3-3.
Compared to play ing in Colby 's hard courts which are the
fastest around , the clay at Bowd oin is like playing on an
ice skating rink.
The only event left on the schedule for the raqueteers is the Maine state ' s on Friday at Bowdoin. Each
home of Maine sea food
school sends two singles players and a doubles team to
HEARTIE ST PLATE I N TO WN
participate in these matches. Colb y h a s won t h e singles
Fabulous Antip asto Salads . Grinders , Rav ioli
crown every year since the tournament began in 1967,
Delicious Steaks , Lasagna , Manicoti
and has capture d the runner-up position in sing les every
BEST
LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
year but two. J anet McManama and Pat Collins carr y
f ood and drinks
Colby ' s hopes to keep up this tradition in the singles com
petiti on. J anet is seeded first having won the tournament
very reasonable p rices
last year. Representing Colb y in the doubles will be Karen Huebsch and captain Bev Vay hinger. The first round
Orders to Go 873-3791
will be held on Fri day and the semi finals and finals to
A
LL HOME COOKING
be held on Saturday.

Racqueteers
Drop Two

.

.

t*SOUTH EN D *"

UNH 6
COLBY 1
singles:
1. J udy Wilds (UNH) def. Karen Huebsch (C) - default
2. Kath y Stanton (UNH) def. Pat Collins (C) 6-2, 6-2.
3. J anet Ford (C) def. Martha Haste y (UNH) 6-3 , 64.
4. Karen Luedew (UNH) def. Amy Daird off (C) 1 0-4.
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MAURICE'S

MAR K ET

40 E,m St -

doubles:
1, Debbie Acherson/ Susie Yaghjain (UNH) def. J anet Mc
Manama /Bev Vayhinger (C) 7-6 , 6-2.
2. Kare n Lueders /Courtney Burger (UNH) def. Maidli .
Perrin/Ka thy Collello 6-3 , 6-4.
J. Sara Oliver/Sue Brown <UNH ) def. Paul Debnat/Lee
J ackson (C) 6-0, 64,
BOWDOIN 3
COLBY 2
singles:
1. J ane t McManama (C) def. Beth Gerken (B) 6-?, 6-1.
2. Laura Lorenz (B) def. Pat Collins (C) 7-5 , 6-2.
3. Merry Miller (B) def. J anet Ford <C) 6-1, 6-2.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
?*?*
Itah an-Dagvj ood
Tuna & Roast Beef
Sandwiches
. sK S u n - Th t i r s ,
2 8,30-11,00
«r
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872-6481
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Imported Cheese
& Ham
ice Cubes - Beer -Ale
Wine
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Fri & Sat
8,30 - 12,00
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1. Karen Huebsch/Bev Vay hinger (C) def. Robin Shiras /Marllss V^^^^^^^^^^^ H
||^HH ^BM ^^ H ^^^^^ Km ^^^^^^^^^^^
Hooker (B) 3-6 , 7-5., 7-6.
2. Pam Whi teman/ J ane Rhine (B) def. Amy Davidoff/
Val J ones (C) 6-0, 6^2.
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Woodsmen Prep are

IFL Rou n dup

For Fa ll Meet

Socce r
Maybe you've noticed the group of people across the
road from Roberts every afternoon at four. Perhaps you've
IFL Soccer was played on only four days this
seen ghostly forms walking across campus at 6:00am (God
week due to Monday's liquid sunshine. In the action
knows why you're up at that hour!). If you arc on the road
that was held Ice—9 "A" won twice to move up on
at that hour you might have seen a lone bike rider (one SpinDKE in the battle for first place in the A division. Icener O'Flahertv) pedaling toward the campus.
9 "A" wins came at the expense of Phi Delt <4-l) and
All these people aire members of Colby Woodsmen and
KDR (3-1). In other A division games Dantos won by
Woodsworn en teams. They make up a hard-working, enerforfeit
over KDR.
getic group that perfrom such f eats of wonder as buck sawIn the B division International "A" lost its first
ing, speed chopping, ax throwing, log rollong and numerous
game of the year (1-0) to Icc-9 !'B" . Last Year's Team
other bunyOnesque skills. The teams have.been preparing
moved into a tie for first p lace with International "A"
for the fall m eet to be held at the University of New
by virtue of its (2-1) win over International "B". In
Brunswick this weekend.
other games, Averill beat L-7 (2-1), and Woodm an tied
There are three teams: A, B and the women's team, or
Foss (3-3).
C team. This year is the first that a complete women's team
With the many rain-outs this fall the schedule will
has been organized; in the past only a few women have come
be running well beyond its original end. .Games are alout. Historically, the third string team was co-ed and not of
ready slated for the first week in November and it looks
an official status at meets. The women's team members arc:
like the play-offs won't be finshed until November
Ricki Ott - captain, Liz Barrett, Lynda Warren, Roy ^
14th or so.
men, Kathy Kchoe, and Claudia Thornsbury. The A team
consists of: John Dwyer - captain, Mark M urphy, Cliff
Reichert, Scott Johnson, Peter Torres and Brett Thacher.
The B team members are: Mitch Brown - captain, Mike
With IFL action slowly drawing to an end, many of
Bonito, Peter Sicgel, Dave Bordelais, John Crocker and Spinthe games last week may have decided the standings. In the
ner O'Flaherty.
A division, top ranked LCA-A squeaked by DU 23-19,
Mke Bonitodemonstratesthe skill of bucksawing during
What does a woodsmen's team do? Well, there arc
then once again shut out second place TDP 16-0 to open up
eleven events at the fall meet: pulp toss, brick sawing, cross Saturday's Woodsmen's exhibition, (photo by Brian McCartney)
a two game bulge with onlv four yet to play. In the B
cut sawing, speed chopping, log splitting, scoot loading, dot
division, LCA-B won its only game of the week to up its
splitting, chain throw, ax throw, chain sawing, and fire
record to 8-1, and maintain a one gam e lead over the Bang
building.
Gang, with only one game to play. However, many play off
Pulp toss, buck sawing and cross cut sawing are timed
spots are still up for grabs.
events in which an entire team competes. The pulp toss
In LCA-A s 2-0 week, big guns for the team were Roger
—Joshua Smith
is much like horseshoes. Four foot pulp logs are thrown
Breene, with a last minute catch against DU, and Trini Martines
so as to land between a pair of stakes.. There are two pairs
The Colby Field Hockey team lost its fourth game of with his superb defensive play. The Choppers have been scored
separated by twenty feet with three men posted at each
the year yesterday to Bowdojn 3-2, down in Brunswick. In against in two games in recording their perfect 8-0 slate.
end. They throw the pulp until 48 logs have landed be- .
spite of the loss, the sticksters played one of their stronger TDP, meanwhile, at 6-2 has easily handled everyone but the
tween the stakes. Buck sawing involves each team memBisons and could be the surprise team of the playoffs. The
games of the season. It was a fast moving game with neiber cutting one full slice from an eight unch diameter log
Trolls are led by cool-headed Booby Clarke of South Portland
ther offense really dominating the play. When Bowdoin
with a one man buck saw. The cross cut is also a relay type
marched toward the Mules cage, Colby would counter with and Rich Oparowski.
race, this time using a two man saw.
DU, which enjoyed a 1-1 week, is tiedior third and
its own drive back up field. The Colby passing was much
is
an
event
in
which
two
men
roll
a
Scoot loading
sharper than in previous gam es with the team clicking bet- fighting for a playoff spot with DKE, which tipped Zete
large log up a ramp with peaveys (look it up in Websters,
41-0 in its only contest. Important players for these teams
ter than ever before.
nice diagram). The event can be.dangerous due to the posin the closing weeks could be Join Tew (DU) and Mark .
Colby Center forward Betsy Blackwell opened the
sibility of a log rolling back on a contestant or of stab"Get me a beer" Drollinger of DKE.
scoring about 15 minutes into the first half as she drove
bing oneself with the peavey. One member recently, disLeft for the role of spoilers are KDR at 4-4, Zete,
the ball home unassisted. Bowdoin came back with two
covered this when he stabbed his foot. .
at
3-5
despite the work of tiny Paul Harvey and Jo Jo Wilson,
tallies of its own late in the first half and led at the
Speed chopping presents a sure threat to toes and
and
Phi
Delt at 1-7. Comfortably in the cellar lies ATO
break 2-1. Bowdoin scored again in the second half and
!
ankles as the;contestants, two ,men ¦stand pn the.logs-. i- l7i>/1
at
0-8.
things lookcd dim for the Mule sticksters. ' through tohi&t-thcy must chop;-The feat can usuallybe 1 In thCrB league i LCA-B has only one game to play
;.^ ;,Hdwcy:er left '.wng'.felli'rl Grant btOjight the score to
'
completed in 25-35 seconds.
and
an
8-1 record . Key players have been quiet Shell Virden
' ¦"h- '> -p "^ o<
3-2 when she guided the, ball by tlie Bowdoin goalie. The
Log splitting is a timed event and dot splitting a"
and
quarterback
Mose Carris. However, the Bang Gang,
game could only be termed frustrating for the sticksters,
scored one though the object is similiar. On the end of
at
6-2
and
just
over
a big 14-12 victory of the DooDahs,
who played extremely well against the highly touted Bowa log is painted a two inch dot. The log splitter m ust
still
has
a
good
chance
and should be play-off bound.
doin team.
have some red on four quarters split from the log (blood
In other action , slumping Leonard, despite the defense
Today at 3:00 on Runnals field the sticksters host
doesn't count). Dot splitting uses a smaller dot , Vt inch,
of Joh n Mason, dropped to a third place tie at 5-4 with Dan a
UMF in their last home game of the year. If they conand one swing hopefully resulting in red on two halves.
1st, which had a 2-0 week. Though out of the playoffs they
tinue their play of yesterday, prospects of victory look
Chain throwing involves coiling surveyors chain
could
act as spoilers with the DooDahs (4-5), Pi Lamb
good. Colby travels back down to Brunswick Friday for
(a 100 foot steel tape) for time. One must coil it into
)
and
Dana 2nd (0-8) in their remaining games. However,
(3-6
the State tournament. The Mules are seeded sixth and
large 5 foot loops then twist the whole into a compact
look
for
it
to be LCA-A, TDP, LCA-B, and the Bang Gang
face powerful Bates in the opening round. If they win
coil half the original coil's size.
for
first
place honors in the post-season action.
vying
their first round, the sticksters will play again on Friday
Ax throw, chain throw and fire building are as simin hopes-of gaining Saturday's semi-final round. So come
ple as their titles, to understand that is. The ax throw uti- . on out tom orrow afternoon and catch a billy or two!
lizes an archery-like target. Fire building requires splitting
wood, building a fire and boiling two inches of soapy
RECQRD
TEAM
RECORD
! TEAM
water over the top of a small bucket. One is allowed
SOMETHING
ALWAYS
1
§
J%
five matches. A lot of fun in the rain!
8-1
LCA-A
8-0
LCA-A
|
So if you are down by New Brunswick this weekend
6-2
,
COOKING
Bang
Gang
B
:
p
'|
6-2
TDP
I
I
drop by the University at Fredrickton to see some fierce
5-4
Leonard
!j DU
5-3
7
|
sawing, and, reputedly fierce drinking.
DOWN
AT
DUNKIN
\^
5-4
™
|
Dana
1st
5-3
DEKE
|
j
¦ - - — » ¦mt ¦» mt m>
J
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4-5
h
{ KDR
4-4
D°° Dahs
WEEK IN SPORTS
3-6
Pi
Lamb
3-5
pssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssaassss sss^ 9 ZETE
|
0-8
Dana 2nd
1-7
|
PDT
|
Thursday:
Field Hockey vs UMF (H) 3:00 pm.
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StickstersFall Short
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BBC'S

Friday :
Socce r vs Clark (H) 5:00 pm.
Field Hockey State Champ ionshi ps at Bowdoin
Tennis State Championshi ps at Bowdoin

FOOD-BE ER-PIZZA
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CLYDE and ANNE ARNOLD , Jr.
Welcome Colb y Parents

AMERICAN
MOTOR INN
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Wcrtwville-OaltlandExit
Tpk.95-Roufwlia.137
Tel.(207)872-5577

The Colby Outing Club will hold an overnight campout
at the COC Lodge on Saturd ay, November 1. All COC
members are invited. Representatives from other Maine Out
ing Clubs will be coming to share ideas, camp under the stars,
and just have fun. Included will be a creative gorp contest,
sponsored by Martin Mubbe. Gorp is a nutri tious delight
usually composed of raisins, chocolate bits, nuts, and God
knows what else. Make up your own combination and bring
to
of
it with you ! There is a ^possibility a bike trip out the
lodge to return Sunday - see the COC bulletin b oard for this
and other transportation arrangements. Questions? Nancy
Noreen x530, Jon Smith x546.
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Wed. & FrL-Spend an evening you
may never understand with "MAX"

Saturday :
i
Football vs Bowdoin (A) 1:30 pm.
'
Soccer vs New England (A) 2:00 pm.
Semi finals and Finals of State Championshi ps in Tennis
and Field Hockey at Bowdoin
Tuesday
Soccer vs Bates (H) 3 :00pm.
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CiWrl nn to tht Collet *Crowd

Out of the BiU Assortmentsof Drinks in Town
mt Temple Street
7iOO a,m. -l s60-i,in.

1 GOOD FOOD

INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE

School For Scandal
All Ends Well...
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Rab Bell. The portrayal of Charles lacked the straightforward
, disarming honesty and confidence which
This past weekend, Powder and Wig presented
oppose
him
to his brother , and make his ch aracter
its first production of the year—Sheridan's "The
"
click"
in
the
concluding scenes. Rab Bell performed
School for Scandal." The play itself is funny , witty
well;
his
characterization
rang true and remained quite
piece, a satire of the mores and idiosyncracies of the
constant throughout. He was a bright spot on stage,
leisure class of Sheridan 's day. There are amorous
th
ough some fits of stage business were perhaps overadventures, vicious slander, and adept double crosses,
played. Awetu Sionesso played a very likeable Sir
all carried out in the most genteel of manners. All turns
Oliver. He generally showed ease and confidence,
out well in the end: lovers are united , the honest
but lacked variation in the delivery of his lines, partirewarded , the debauched reformed and the villainous
cularly the difficult asides. Phil Freund's Sir Peter
given their com-uppance. And depite the absence
also
wanted some variety. His fits of temper were
of common ground between this gathering of 18th
comically
effec tive, though they at times seemingly
century caricatures, and the Colby theatre audience,
lacked
foundation.
David Harris, as Mr. Rowley,
the two groups seemed to hit it off quite well.
came
across
as
a
nice
enough fellow, but was bit too
As the audience entered the theatre, flute music
bland
in
his
speech
and
manner.
performed by Diana Lieberman and Diane Hermann
The
members
of
Lad
y Sneerwell's entourage
created very nicely the atmosphere for the rest of the
made
up
an
amusing
group.
Sheila Ann Keane played a
evening. The piece performed before the first act,
charming Mrs. Candour, but she seemed to lose command
thou gh well done and enjoyable in itself , was perhap s
from time to time. Douglas Tataronis' Mr. Crabtree was
too long, considering its function as a lead-in to the
a
little stiff , and Robert John was a funny Sir Benjamin
dram atic action.
Backbite,
thou gh he could have been more foppish. In the
Opening night , the play wound slowly through
same
way
Robert LeFcber might have made his Snake "
the first act , and some ground was lost in the important
a
little.
.
.snakier.
expository scenes. At times the tempo was slow, causing
One can question the validity of transforming Sheridan 's
the interaction of the characters , and thereby their
Moses
into the McHavit we saw; but at any rate, his character
development , to lost some impact and credibility .
was
played
up too much to maintain a balance in the scenes
The tempo picked up in the second act, as the cast got
in
which
he
appears. Some of the blocking was confusing
over a little first-ni ght nervousness and gained more
to
the
audience
and worked against rather than complemented
of a sense of their audience. The seduction and screen sethe delivery of lines. Personall y I found some bits of stage
qu ence in the second scene had the most life and direction
business a little heavy-handed. . . .where did Mr. Rowley
in the play.
get
a red bandana?
Becca Hushing, as Lady Sneerwell,.the ringleader
The simplicity of the sets was advantageous to the
of the slanderers, carried herself well on stage. Her
production
, yet they might have been more neatly and
characterization was entertaining, and showed solidness
effectively
constructed.
The courtesy of the scene changes
in a pivotal role. She did , however, sli p into a sort
was
a
nice
touch.
In
its
abundance
of stain and brocades,
of wanepishness out of p lace in the period. Becky
the
costuming
was
striking
and
effective.
Make-up was
Rogers performed well in the difficult role of the innocent ,
in
some
cases
very
good
,
but
distracting
on
a few characters;
wholesome Maria. She did so avoiding an excess of
there
could
have
been
more
consistency
in
the
cast as a whole.
's
strength
her
character
sweetness, thereby showing
A period piece such as this is not the easiest sort of
and artlessness in their proper perspective. L. A.
theater to "sell" ; the cast of "School" succeeded in winning
King's Lady Teazle was bright and fun onstage. Her
over and entertaining its audience. (I attended Saturday night ';
smiles and pouting lent a spark of energy to her
performance, but heard of the technical problems of the folscenes. Though , as we can see, she can deliver strength
in her character, the power lapsed in one or two m oments. lowing night. Certainly the cast and crew deserve credit for
coping with what must have seemed an impossible situation.)
The brothers Ch arles and Joseph Surface were
played respectively by H. Rowland Haffenreffer and
nig ht. Certainly the cast and crew deserve credit for coping

Phyllis Lamhut dem onstrates original dance techn iques m a
master classat Colby this Friday.

Ph yllis Lam but Dante
The widely acclaimed Phyllis Lam hut Dance Co., Inc. oi
New York City will spend a three-day residency at Colby Colic
with a Thursday through Saturday (October 23—25 ) schedule
highlighted by master classes, a lecture-demonstration and a
performance in the Waterville Opera House.
The group, which has appeared around the country un- '
der the Dance Touring Program of the National Endowment
for the Arts and US Office of Education , will open its stay
with a public lecture-demonstration at 3 pm Thursday in Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Friday in Wadsworth memb ers of the company will con
duct concurrent master classes from 10-11:30 am for students
from Waterville Junior and Senior High Schools and Oak-Gro\(
Coburn, and hold a master improvisation class for Colby students and the general public at 3 pm.
The residency will conclude with an 8 pm performance
Saturday at the Opera House for which tickets will be available at the door.
ft_ . ;¦_ ,;.:
The group is led by choreograph er Phyllis Lamhut, who
made her professional debut in 1948 and has since been cited
for her "impeccable sense of timing," "depth and originality,"
and her routines which are "devastatingly funny" with the fun
coming from virtuosity.

Butler Perform s
Mellon . Organ Recital

Big John s
E *T

-Wendy Swallow
Last Sunday it 4;00 in the Chapel , H. Joseph
Butler performed an organ recital of Bach , Near and
Vierne for a group of Colby students and townspeople.
Mr. H. Josep h Butler is a Bowdoin student who won
the 1975 Student Competition of the New Eng land
Regional Contest of the American Guild of Organists.
The Bach selections included : the Fantasia and
Fugue in C minor , which Butler played with excellent
p hrasing th ough his pedal work occasionally melted
away beneath the heavy imprcvisory imita tion in the
upper parts ; Eigh t een C horales , and the Tri o I in E
flat: Butler 's approach to Bach was accurate , but
in a sense too academic , personal expression and energy seemed)
to be lacking. He finished the program with an interesting
piece by Gerald Near , Toccata , suppose dly contemporary
as eviden ced by the typ ically h a rsh dissonan ces a n d
f ree rh y thm: and a lovely, ri pp ling piece Carillon de
Westminster by the French turn-of-the-century
con temporary , Louis Vierne. Butler 's rendi t ion of t he Near
and the Vierne sparkled with a personal electricity
the Bach lacked , t h ough t he mere exposi t ion of a Bach
fugue can be an involving experience. It 's t oo bad more
Colby p eop le can 't find 45 minu tes t o si t in t he quie t of
the Chapel and give-their tired minds over to the power
and intricacy of an organ recital.
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Dean Gillespie, a man of many talen tsp erformsa Friday
Noonday Recital.
(photo by Brian McCartney)
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Chinese

cuisine

COLBY SPECIALS
Since 1932
Good Old Style

14L /

54 CO LLE GE AVENU E
WAT E RVILL E
ah °
THE J EFFERS ON LOUNGE
en tertainment niteiy

I
' Mon
i
j
f Tues
\
! Wed
}
;
| Thurs
[ Fri
[
1
2
I
i
I

I

Sat

pub
NEXT WEE K'S SPECIALS

I

Fanny Fleischman 's
Fabu lous Fish Fantasy
Western Omelette
Fel tuccione Alfredo
Stea k Sand wich

$1.25
$1.40
$1.40
$1.75 !

:

Soup & Sand wich
Roas t Stuffed Breas t
of Chicken

$1.40

Grilled Cheese Bacon &
Toma to Sand wic h
Sauerbra ten

I
$1.45 !
$1.90 |

Beef Tips
Shrimp Creole

$1.85 !
$ 1 .90 j

Soup & Salad

$1,40 j
.$1.75 |

S teak Sand

The nickel beer is back/
¦
4-8 , Sun- Wed.
:.
One 5 cent draft vi/
each meal

¦¦

$1.90

!
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Club-Free chips
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The VOctef- ' Rents
Orig ina l W orks
To Students
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There is now an opportunity to enliven your collection of art prints with an original work of art at a reasonable price, by rental.. The-Octet is the Art Rental Gallery's
first show iOctober 16 — December 7) and painting, sculpture, and graphic wOrks are available for a two month rental fee ranging from $10 to $40.
Among the artists of the Octet is Thomas Higgins, the
instructor of painting and design at Colby. His small landscapes displayed depict clear and brightlandscapes which
create patterns of light and define space in tones of green ,
gray, and blue. For those particularly fond of Maine scenery, works by Harry Pattison , Thomas Higgins, and Herbert
Fink are of interest. • For those favoring Impressionism , Pol
ly Norton nears the style with several still life paintings.
Bernard Langlais has used a childlike fancy in his
sculptural works, endowing them with lively character.
His works are free standing relief and combined with painting. His art is fun and his playful animals remind one of the
barnyard, home, and childhood; however, they also assume
a stately presence in their regal poses by virtue of their blank
stares.
Other artists represented are Richard Derby Tucker,
Denys Winter, and Abbot Pattison. Tucker 's paintings are
more monumental in size and subject matter. He favors
large figures and bright colors. Winter departs from the
real toward more abstract compositions, such as "Oak Trees
depicting creative patterns and rhythms with a limited use
of color. Abbot Pattison has molded and modeled globlike forms to create human figures.
So, take your choiceof art m odes and add a touch of
culture to your room.'

Coastal Arts ' n Cra f ts
—Jenny Frutchy
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That " Blazin i Saddles " "Young
Fi .nkenstein- team MEL BR OOKS
& GE NE WlLt ,>Flv are at it again in their
most celebrateu and hilarious movies!

On those pleasant afternoons when sunny skies finally

replace the dismal and gloomy days of rain in Maine, many

often have the urge to leave Colby and romp around the
countryside. For th ose who find themselves at the coast
enjoying the hills and harbors of Belfast and Camden , there
are a few spots of interest which ought not to be missed,
the Farnsworth Museum in Rockland and the Massachusetts
House in Lincolnville.
The spirit and heritage of America pervades the air
in the Farnsworth Museum. The museum, established in
1948 through a trust fund provided in the will of-Miss Lucy
Farnsworth , a Rockland resident. The museum, adjacent to
the Farsnworth homestead , is small. The perm anent collection of pain tings are on periodic display through out the
n
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year. Special exhibits are also featured from time to time
ran ging from local childre n 's art to old marine carving iri
^^^^^^^^^^^^^BCwMMUMMM^^^^^^^Hsat— Sun ¦
^^^^^^^^^
gjl^i^j ^liTa ^^^^ Hn ua^ l subject matter. There is also a library featuring books on art
and on Maine, its g ople and its histoiy. Of special interest
is a marine display "of ship models used in the trade ;
Such artists represented are Gilbert Stuart, Winslow
Homer , George Bellows, Fitz Hugh Lane, Edward Hopper ,
and the famed Wyeth family. A small room houses several
i
¦nifAnivw
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paint ings by N.C. Andrew, and James Wyeth. The watercolors
and oils depict the spirit of the Maine coast and friends of
the Wye t h family such as "Bronze Age" by James Wyeth ,
and "Young Fisherma n and Do ry " by Andrew.
Another , place of interest is the Massachusetts House
Workshop along coastal Route 1. During October and
Novem ber an exhibit of Maine artists is featured including
Barry Norlingl Robert Duncan , Tom Hennessey, William
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Baldwin
, the Hanks Family, Carol Seb oldy Lewis Richards
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R othschild 's Return

—Ed Harvey

Two Jan Plans ago, a group of people gathered in Dunn
Lounge one bleak afternoon for a fiction reading by a Colby
graduate named Michael Rothschild. Whether the bitterness
of the climate or the doldrums of mid-January drove them
inside, the people who had never experienced a poetry or
fiction reading were pleasantly alarmed not to find either
a roomful of somber listeners or a fanatic, unhinged artist.
Instead , there existed in the room a lively exchange of intricate
tale-spinning and boisterous approval. After the reading, not
one person could have left the room with out thoughts dancing
in his head of Mordecai Rime, the back-woods logger who
swears:
"By the chimin' blue balls o' Jesus an ' sure as my muscle
be long, hard , an ' not so straight as a steeple, I can jump
higher-squat lower-hump longer-jig better-bite harderdrink deeper—piss further—sing sweeter—fart louder—
an ' talk quicker 'n any man made in the slipp 'ry kn ot
o' love tied 'tween a woman an ' the creature she's found fit
to tie with-whether she trapped it in woods or pulle d it
from sky or grow'd it in 'er garden—an ' if a bod y doubts
mc I'll swear to it by the sweetest blue milk I ever sucked
from the flowin ' teats o' my good m other to start growin'
into who stands before you now, M ordecai Rime, an ' a man. "
It is a vision of Rothschild shouting and re-creating his chararacter as only he can.
At four o'clock on Wednesday the 29th of October ,
Cultural Life will host Michael Rothschild's return to Colby.
Along with Wond er monger, the story of Mordecai Rime,
which was recently published in the national anthology of
creative writing known as Antaeus, Rothschild will be bringing
a new sack of talcs to Colby; he has just submitted two works V
the Viking Press for publication and will be reading a lot
of new material. Those of you who have never attended
a reading should take a few minutes from your too ti ght
schedules to sit down and listen to a man weave stories
that are sure to delight something inside of you. A good
reading is an int imat e exchange of emot ion b et ween reader and
list eners, and Michael Rothschild brings his creations to
life unlike any reader I have ever encountered. Sit down in
the Jette Art Gallery on the 29th and enjoy yourself.
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delicious fried chicken and seafoods
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beer on tap
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This Week's Special

Fish Basket $2.15
Cla m Bdsket$2.I0
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FUN DARO 'S
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71 Halifax St reet, Winslow

]

Featu rin g the finest Italian and America n

i

Cuisine in Central Maine

a Specia l Introductory Offer to
£nWP*%
olSy Students - Oct. 28 thru Nov. 18,
AlL?
1975.

Pr esent Student I.D. Card , receive $1
discount on any meal oyer $3.

<
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;

" DRAFT BEER i
f COCKTAILS _
AMPLE PARKING
;
J
? 873-291 1 Open Tuesday thru Sunday l lam-llpm

<

FLU SHOT CLINIC

PHYLLIS LAMHUT DANCE COMPANY

For your protection. .. .and for the protection of the
innocent student who sits next to you in the lecture hall,
the infirmary will be holding flu shot clinics next week during
lunch (11:15-1:30) in the dining halls according to the
following schedule:
Tuesday-Oct. 28—Dana
Wednesday-Oct. 29-Mary Low
Thursday-Oct. 30-Roberts
Friday-Oct.31-Foss

Dance Performance—Saturday Night (October 25) 8:00
pm. Waterville Opera House $1.50 studen ts. $3.00 adults.
Dance Lecture and Demonstration—Thursday, October 23,
3:00 pm. Wadsworth Gymnasium.
DANCE MASTER CLASS-Friday, October 24, at 1:00 pm.
- Wadsworth Gymnasium.

/.

PIRG Notes
.
Everyone is urged to take advantage of this convenient
service, as it will save you the later inconvenience and dis—Alan MacEwan
comfort of flu symptoms to which everyone is susceptible
For those government majors and others interested in
during those seemingly endless winter weeks. Because of
working on a research project with a: Maine state legislator
the nature of the preparation of the serum, persons allergic
Student Positon Available '*'
at the state house in Augusta, the Colby PIRG group is ofto eggs or chicken will not be able to take advantage of this
fering a Jan-Plan for this purpose. This legislative internship
Anyone interested in being the student representapreventative medicine. The cost to students for each shot
will be concerned with specific research on a bill
program
tive to the faculty m eetings ,please sign up on Stu—A ofwill be $2.00. You owe it to yourself , your roommate and
for the next legislative session. It is possible to
proposed
your girlfriend/boyfriend to be protected from the discomfon:s fice door in Roberts by Wednesday , October 29.
change Jan-Plans until November 8, so it is not too late to
of flu .
get into this informative program. Rides to Augusta will
^
An additional flu shot clinic for faculty and staff will
be provided. Watch for announcem ents of a general meeting
Missing Stereo
be held on the first floor of Roberts on Wednesday, Oct. 29,
interest.
for
those
expressing
to be scheduled
between 1.-00 and 4:00 p.m. The cost per injection will be
The PIRG general meeting will be conducted in the
d
for
the
return
offere
Reward
of
$50
will
be
$2.00
Mary
Low lounge next Tuesday 'at 5:30 pm. Present PIRG
of the speaker system stolen from Zete Psi this
members, as well as others interested in the group's activipast weekend, or for info leading to its return or
Junior Year Info.
ties, are strongly urged to attend; there were tjyo extra
to the arrest of the thief. All information will be strictly
cases of Heinekin left over from this week's session. They
Any student who was abroad last year, or on a domesconfidential.
sould be gone . . . it be shuss gone ... it good be shon by
tic exchange program, and would like to help prospective
See Peter Torres , Zete
Tuesday.
Junior Year Abroad students please contact me at your
convenience: Fran k Malinoski, ext. 522.
Fabiano
Money v money, money
CURRENT MAINE EXHIBITIONS
Pair Fabiano Mountain Boots. Very good condition, worn one season. Prime veal leather, Vibram soles, size 1'1V4.
Mr. Richard Allen, 1 Meadow Lane, Exeter, N.H., is
accepting app lications from Colby students interested in
European , will fit 10-10% U.S. Cost $45, would like $20,
Bates College, Treat Gallery-(Oct. 17-Nov.21)
serving his firm (Su mmer's Ski and Mountain Center) as
or trade for... Mark , days 873-5300, nights, 873-5863.
campus representative.
Hooked Rugs in Maine
Sports and recreational equipment of all kinds would
j
be handled on a commission basis. Interested students
Nice gcan' Cincinnati!
Farnsworth Library and Art Museum, Rockland
F •
write
directly
for
please
app lications to the address above.
Paintings
from the permanent collection, including paint_3
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Direct questions to the Career Counseling Office.
'- * -'- i.tl J.I
ings by members of the Wyeth Family.
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Clearing House

Last Chance, Skiers

Bowdoin College, Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum,
Brunswipk October 4-Nbvember 9: the Whaler 's Art:
Skiers—You have only one week left to purchase your Scrimshaw.
$100 bargain ski pass to Sugarloaf. Don 't miss a j ood year
again! Contact Jenny Frutchy, 204 Small. 872-9823.
Portland M useum of Art, 111 High Street thru N ovember
i
30 "A New England Perspective"

October 25

A Day Long Exposition of Solar , Wind , and Wood
Equipment, Technology , Experts, Workshops.
Sponsored by the Maine Audubon Society.
University of Portland-Gorh am campus. One dollar
at the door.
Good Ol' Rusty
—Profile of the Maine Audubon Society's Solar and
Wood-Heated Building.
Rusty needs a new home. She's a year-old, smallish
—The Federal Role in Alternate Energy Development.
lady cat with beautiful coloring. Very mellow and loyal.
—The Future of Wood to Generate Electricity and
Heat Homes.
She also has 7 pounds of feed for her new owner. Call Mark ,
—Alternate Energy for the Home: Deciding What
day s 873-5300, nights 873-5863.
Systems to Use.
" WANTED: Baby boa constrictor. Kent X552

For further information , call Hal at ext. 551

FOUND:
Black and grey kitten around Roberts.
If he's yours, call Sherry x 568 ,
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That's Fashion Specs, where there's more to
eyeglasses than meets the eye. Great styles
with a super selection and a price range for ' ,
everyone''s budget. Plus the kind of service you
everyone
expect from LaVerdiere's. And don't forget
to ask about our Student Discount.
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JAM SESSIONS every Sunday at Z p m Rogor Hatch on tho Piano '
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Southworth Lecture : Professor Jerry Solten of the Urban
Design Program at Harvard University. 8p.m. Given Auditorium
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Lecture

WANTED: A used inexp ensive typewriter.
Contact Robin 873-5822.

Prou d to be Your
Food
Service
^_^^BB^^^^_
^m^^

University of Maine, Augusta Gallery thru October
24- Exhibition of works by area college faculty. October 26November 21- "National opening of American Prints from
Wood" from Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition
Service.
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accepted at Doshisha, they generally relax for the next four
¦;,••
years.; •
The college is therefore an ideal social setting for
f oreign students who want to sociali2e with the Japanese.
-Carrie Getty
Most of the student clubs welcome foreign students. Some
clubs specialize in the traditional Japanese arts such as cal.Why not spend your junior year in Japan and see how
the other half of the, world lives? Colby off ers two choices
ligraphy, brush and ink painting, flower arrangement, tea
of Japanese forei gn studies: a semester at Kansai Gaidar .
ceremony, martial arts; Japanese theatre and traditional
University in Osaka or two semesters in the Associated Kyoto Japanese music. Or if you prefer , you can join the geoProgram (or AKP) in Kybtoj Japan. Last year six Colby stu- logy club , astronomy club,:choir, ban d, slci club , swim .
dents took advantage of the .two programs. One student
club, track, hiking club , radio clubj even a glider club. Of
spent the fall semester ih Osaka while the other five opted
course,if you don 't care to join a club3you can always refor the nine inonth stud y in' Kyoto. .] . . ' '
ceive private instruction outside of D oshisha from wellGranted", the Japanese language is a little tough at
known Japanese masters and art institutes. Buddhist temfirst. That is why AKP requires all applicants to have comples sometimes have classes in calligraphy or sumi-e (ink
p leted first year level of Japanese. Exceptions are generally
and brush painting) at moderate fees. Sometimes you can
not made. But keep in mind , you don 't have to bean East
even join a temple's meditation session.
Asian Studies major to be accepted into the program. AnyAs an AKP student you attend special classes in lanone with fair grades and a recommendation or two is an acguage; last year's first semester courses were taught in Engceptable applicant. So why riot try?
lish and included topics such as the history of Kyoto, stuSince Kyoto is the former capital of Japan ( a m ere
dies of Buddhism and Shinto in Japan , and Japanese literathirteen hundred years old), it is a great place jwhere foreign
ture. But second semester saw a shift in instruction from
students can study traditional Japanese culture. Kyoto is also English to Japanese. There were several Japanese and Korean
guest lecturers as well as an art history course taught by a
a large Japanese student center so there .are always alot of
young people around either outside in the parks or in the
Japanese professor who spoke very little English. There were
also Japanese courscs offered in weaving, pottery, and dyecoffeehouses and bars. As an AKP student , you attend
ing for students who were interested in Japanese folk arts.
Doshisha University which is near the center of Kyoto and
Students who disliked formal instruction in art were perlocated right across the street from the old Imperial il
m
itted to work out apprenticeship programs with JapaDoshisha
is
a
private
institution
with
an
enrollPalace.
't
nese
weavers, potters, or dyers. As for next year's courses,
worry,
students.
But
don
thousand
ment of about twenty
they will be structured to suit and benefit the new students '
you'll never sec more than 500-1000 studen ts on campus
interests. Therefore, courses tend to vary year to year.
at once. If you even see that large of a group.it is probFor a real learning experience you must spend at
ably because there is a special club function , or more likely
least one semester in a Japanese family homestay. At first
there is a student protest/rally going on. Japanese students
your American habits can be troublesome. Stomping into
undergo such intensive college preparatory training and
the house with your shoes on is forbidden. Eating can be
cut-throat admission competition that once they have been
frustrating; you usually end up spearing your food with the
points of the chopsticks .afraid you'll starve before you get
enough to eat using them the correct way. Taking off your
shoes soon becomes an effortless habit, and if you can handle
anything as complicated as a bic pen , you can probably adjust quickly to chopsticks, too.
Public baths are a real blast! Just throw your soap and
towel into some handy basin and wander down to the bathhouse anytime between 4 :00 and 11.00 pm. Sorry, no coed public baths anymore. But you really shouldn 't miss the
opportunity to relax in a great big steamy bath after a long
day.
Besides the public baths, another great Japanese tradition is the food. At first , most westerners feel a little
queasy about swallowing a few mouthfuls of "rawfish", but
after a month or two most everyone has become a connoisseur. If not/well, there are always plenty of rice, egg, and
vegetable dishes around. For th ose hardcore American junk
food fiends , Kyoto has MacDonald' s, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
No Co-ed Baths... (photo by Moto)

Japanese Year Abroad

The J apanese can... (photo hy Moto)
and yes, even Mr. Donut (open 24 hours). But once you 've
discovered the great cheap Japanese restaurants, bars, and
coffeehouses, who needs MacDonald's?
There is plenty of time for traveling in Japan , especially since there is a seven to eight week winter break
between semesters. Go to the Japanese Alps. They have
fantastic skiing^an d studen t rates are cheap. If you don 't
like snow, head south to Okinawa for warmer climate. Or,
you can leave Japan for a while and visit Korea, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, or southeast Asia. There arc cheap charter
flights available as well as student fare boat rides for those
with strong stomachs.
Financially, the Associated Kyoto Program will not
cost you much m ore than Colby. If you really need money
you can always get a job teaching English conversation to
Japanese students, businessmen, and housewives. You need
no teaching qualifications at all. Your western face and
ability to speak the English language are enough to earn
from eight to twenty dollars per hour. O ften the wage includes extra fees for transportation and an occassional free
meal. There are other fringe benefits, too. Most likely youi
students will want to take you to local festivals and celebrations in order to practice a little English and show you ,
the foreigner, some of the fine aspects of Japanese culture.
So why not consider studying in Japan? The Japanese language is not hopelessly indeci p herable ; the people
themselves are friendly and very hospitable, and you can
give yourself a chance to reflect on your own western values as well as gain a little insight on the Far East.

Dana- Bixler

DORWi rpllRE:

Convocation

¦
Forty-two new Julius Seeley Bixler and Charles A.
Dana Scholars were hon ored last Thursday at the annual
Dana-Bixler Convocation, at which Ernest C. Marriner delivered a speech Oh "The Heritage of Quality in New England
Education." Marriner, who is a past Dean and college historian at Colby, praised American higher education and
Colby College for providing a nucleus of well educated scholars on whom this country can depend.
Marriner attacked the "leveling down" of education
to
treat
all young people as if they were of equal capacities,
"
motivation , and equal perseverance." He assured the scholars that the disputes about elimination of marks and other
recent "liberal" innovations in the field of education would
die out, as they have in the past with "the swing of the pendu
lum." "Let the demands for unlimited equality, regardless
of quality, have their day until they commit their own suicide," he said.
Pointing to the progressive m oves made at Colby by
former Presidents Bixler and Johnson and current President
Robert E. L. Strider, Marriner claimed: "All across the United States , Colby is known today as a college of quality...
Despite those who sit in the seats of the scornful and call
all scholars egg heads, quality does count. That is the continusing lesson of the heritage of quality in New England
education. "

St. Mary Low- Coburn
.. . — Alan Mac Ewan
If your parents visit the campus, be sure to highlight
their stay with a jaunt through scenic Mary Low/Coburn. In
the heart of Colby 's Residential Section, this lovely residence offers a serene beauty qu ite unlike any in the area.
The list of attractions is much top long to mention, but
some of the more notable ones must be elaborated. There
arc over 210 steps in this two-dorm complex (not including
the fire escapes) ; there are not one, but two spacious dining
A Mary Low resident enjoys a little cooking..
rooms to meet your every mood, and always an empty
(ph oto by Nick Levintow) '
chair. One oth er item of grand importance: this spaciou s
residence has the best floor space per student ratio on all
of Mayflower Hill. Th ese are but a few of the glorious attractions.
—Barbie McCarty
All seriousness aside, Mary Low/Coburn can make some
boasts. For instance, it docs have one of the nicest dining
I think it used to be a graduation requirement for
facilities on campus. This is supp orted by the fact that none
every Colby student to make at least one midnight run
of the off-campus students interviewed will eat anywhere
else on campus. There aie, in fact, two separate dining
to LL Bean's during his or her college career. Unfortuirooms and surprisingly both are coed. Recent guest appea- nately, there has been no mention of Bean's in the cata- rances in the Mary Low beanery were made by Neville Clynes, logue for the last few years — but that's okay— the truly
Andrew Kent English, and notably, Mr. J. Harold Harris,
motivated will end up in Freeport sometime anyway.
The new extension of 95 will take you right to
authorities on New Zealand Gourmet Cooking. Unfortunate!] ¦,
Brunswick where Rt. 1 takes you into Freeport. For us
natcly, none were available for comment.
cheapies, good od' 201 still gets to Brunswick, if you are
There are more singles in Mary Low/Coburn than
in no hurry. Arriving in Freeport , there's no problem in
anywhere else at Colby Cwhich , incidentally, is not saying
recognizing Bean's, because for all intents and purmuch). Those upperclas smen (oops!) upperclasspersons
poses, LL Bean's equals the to wn of Freeport, espewho prefer to live alone find this dorm highly attractive.
cially since their recent showroom expansion.
More singles mean less peop le, which in turn leads to quieThe firm was founded by the late L (eon) Lter floors. If one wants to make noise, however, there are
(eonwood) Bean (1873-1967) who's initial $400 investnon-quiet hours from 2-4 pm each Tuesday and Friday afternoon . '
ment in the "Maine Hunting Shoe" has now expanded
Mary Low and Coburn are both single sex. There may to a multimillion dollar mailorder, wholesale and factory outlet production. Bean's invention of this rubbe something to be said for non-coed living —what better
ber and leather shoe in 1911 earned him a reputation
way to get to know one's roommate? The great majority
throughout the world.. This boot is still a basic in outdoors
of the residents keep their doors shut all the time (maybe
there is something to be said).
foot sear.
The sprawling four story factory now offers every
No report of Maiy Low/Coburn would be comp lete
camping
supply imaginable, as well as a myriad of mounwithout the mention of those glorious fire doors protecting
, handbooks, clothing and boating gear.
tain
accessories,
the dining rooms from destruction by flame. Apparently
The selection is almost BrejltHfcakiiig, and shoppers are
their only purpose is to make it even easier to get lost in
well advised to enter with a specific shopping list, or
this building than it used to be. For a Jan-Plan, someone . temptation will literally empty your wallet. The prices are
ought to try ' to find the basement in Coburh; rumors are generally high, but the merchandise quality is always
circulating that there is .indeed one.
superb, and refunds are given on faulty merchandise without
One of the finest 'views on campus can be found in
question. Beans' is open 24 hours a day, 365 days a"
the rooms in Mary Low and Coburn which overlook the
year. But don't be surprised to see normal business accourtyard. Early in the morning the resident of one of
tivity at 3:00 am. Many visiting sportsman hit Bean's
these select rooms may awaken to the sweet purr of the
on their travels up North , and the store is bustling all
garbage truck motor as it slides in and out of the courtyard. night long. During busy hours, license plates from Ohio,
Indeed, Mary Low/Coburn offers something attractive California, Florida, Illinois and practically every other
to all students. It is recommended that those students
state of the Union can be spotted in the parking lot.
wishing to live here in.the future should make reservations
While you're in the neighborhood , drop by the faearly. It was all booked-up for this year by last May ; but
mous Desert of Maine. During the last century , shiftthen, so was every other dorm on campus.
ing dunes have caused some 500 acres of coastal land to be

ON THE ROAD

Dean Marriner, speakingwit/t TomAngers('76)
after Dana-BixlerConvocation.
(photo by Byrd Allen)
buried in sand. Some of the. tree tops are still visible
through the 75 ft. drifts.¦ This space place is,definitely
worth the trip,!. V ^.!.'.' , . , ... , ; .:, . - . .•¦ ...,. • -. :.r ;jic ; !;•• '- . -. ' :
Nqrth of Freeport is Brunswick, a rather honky tonk
town; but-none-theJess home of Maine? s oldest college,
BOwdoin. The school's Walker Art Gallery merits a visit-to
see its treasured collection of American colonial paintings.
For you history buffs, you can also see the old dorms of
Hawthorne, Longfellow, and Franklin Pierce. Brunswick is
also the home of Maine's well-known contemporary literary 'figure , Robert R. Tristram Coffin.
A lot of the smaller towns in the area invite you to
explore them at your leisure. One day as I' was meandering
through Yarmouth I stumble d into the greatest thrift shop e
ever. A mere $5.00 sent me home with three sweaters, two
flannel shirts, a Lacoste tennis top and a jacket.
And to top it all off , Yarmouth boasts the best ice cream
this side of Smiley's at Ames Ice Cream Shoppe.
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